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Investigation of flicker of LED backlight 
Introduction 
Measurement of the temporal frequency spectrum and Flicker Visibility calculations of two displays with 
LED backlight were performed. The displays were EIZO EV2335W and EIZO EV2336W-FS. The EIZO 
EV2335W has a PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) brightness control, while the EIZO EV2336W-FS has a 
DC based brightness control for high brightness levels and a PWM control at for low brightness control. 
EIZO calls this EyeCare mode. The advantage is that it shows no flicker at high brightness, but at low 
brightness the DC control could affect the colour rendering. The EyeCare mode control is also more 
complex. 

Temporal contrast sensitivity, TCSF, according to Watson 
The temporal contrast sensitivity according to the equation presented by Andrew Watson in the ICDM 
IDMS version 1.03a chapter 10.6 is as below.  

𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹 = |𝜉[(1 + 2𝑖𝜋𝜏)−𝑛1 − 𝜁(1 + 2𝑖𝜋𝜅𝜏)−𝑛2]| 

Parameter Symbol Value 
Gain ξ 148,7 
Time constant (s) τ 0,00267 
Time-constant ratio κ 1,834 
Transience ζ 0,882 
Number of stages, excitation n1 15 
Number of stages, inhibition n2 16 

 

The graphical presentation of the equation is presented in Figure 1 TCSF according to Watson below. 
The peak sensitivity is about 173 at about 8.5 Hz and falls rapidly as the temporal frequency increases. 
The Watson equation is not perfect and does not contain e.g. parameter for luminance, and viewing 
angle. The Watson equation is based on luminance in the range about 100 to 200 cd/m2. The flicker 
visibility does not have any factor for different image contents e.g. motion and large detailness that 
could disguise flicker. There is no equation available that takes the content and image motion into 
account. There is of course also a variation in temporal contrast sensitivity between different 
individuals. Other TCSF exist, but mainly the differences occur at temporal frequencies below about 
15Hz.  
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Figure 1 TCSF according to Watson 

Flicker Visibility 
The contrast ratio between the relative luminance for the flicker frequency, KNf, and the mean relative 
luminance, K0, is 

 𝐶𝑅 =
2�𝐾𝑁𝑓�

𝐾0
.  

The Flicker Visibility J, in JND (just-noticeable difference) is TCSF×CR. One JND corresponds to that the 
test subject can see the change e.g. in luminance, 50% of the cases.  

Measurements 
The measurements of the displays show a more noisy temporal frequency spectrum for the EIZO 
EV2335W than for the EIZO EV2336W-FS (see Figure 2 and Figure 3 below). In Figure 2 the peaks of the 
temporal frequency spectrum of the EIZO EV2335W are presented. The peak at 41.72 Hz is the lowest 
temporal frequency that has any significant amplitude (relative luminance of 0.32232), which gives a CR 
of about 0.64. The TCSF for the temporal frequency 41.72 Hz is about 7.42 as can be seen from the 
graph in Figure 1. Together this will give a JND of about 4.78. The peak at 50Hz gives 0.87 JND. The EIZO 
EV2336W-FS has a peak at 50Hz that gives 0.83 JND. None of these two peaks would be visible for a 
common population. All of the other peaks in the spectrum will give a Flicker Visibility << 1 JND.  
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Figure 2 Temporal Frequency spectrum EIZO EV2335W 

 

 

Figure 3 Temporal Frequency spectrum EIZO EV2336W-FS 
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Conclusion 
The EIZO EV2335W shows a Flicker Visibility at 41.72Hz of 4.78 JND that is not negligible and it is likely 
that at least sensitive individuals will notice it at common display luminance levels. For mixed image 
content that contains high frequencies and motion the affect will be lower, but for the most sensitive 
individuals it could be a reason for headache and eye strain. To really understand the problem a user 
study combined with temporal frequency measurements should be performed.  An investigation of 
other displays should also be made to see if this problem is a general problem for many displays. The 
EIZO EV2336W-FS does not show any Flicker Visibility problems at any temporal frequency and could 
likely be suitable for people that experience headache or eye strain with common LCDs. 
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